Abstract
Introduction
A Distributed Shared Memory (DSM) system can provide application programmers the illusion of shared memory on top of message-passing distributed systems, which facilitates the task of parallel programming in distributed systems. Distributed Shared Memory has become an active area of research in parallel and distributed computing with the goals of making DSM systems more convenient to program and more efficient to implement [17, 8, 16, 6, 4, 3, 1, 10, 11] .
The consistency model of a DSM system specifies ordering constraints on concurrent memory accesses by multiple processors, and hence has fundamental impact on DSM systems' programming convenience and implementation efficiency. The Sequential Consistency (SC) model [15] has been recognized as the most natural and user-friendly DSM consistency model. The SC model guarantees that "the result of any execution is the same as if the operations of all the processors were executed in some (global) sequential order, and the operations of each individual processor appear in this sequence in the order specified by its (own) program" [15] (p690). This means that in an SC-based DSM system, memory accesses from different processors may be interleaved in any sequential order that is consistent with each processor's order of memory accesses, and the orders of memory accesses observed by different processors are the same. One way to strictly implement the SC model is to ensure all memory modifications be totally ordered and memory modifications generated and executed at one processor be propagated to and executed in that order at other processors instantaneously. This implementation is correct but it suffers from serious performance problems [19] .
In practice, not all parallel applications require each processor to see all memory modifications made by other processors, let alone to see them in order. Many parallel applications regulate their accesses to shared data by synchronization, so not all valid interleavings of their memory accesses are relevant to their real executions. Therefore, it is not necessary for the DSM system to force a processor to propagate all its modifications to every other processor (with a copy of the shared data) at every memory modification time. Under certain conditions, the DSM system can select the time, the processor, and the data for propagating shared memory modifications in order to improve the performance while still appearing to be sequentially consistent [18] . For example, consider a DSM system with four processors P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , and P 4 , where P 1 , P 2 , and P 3 share a data object x, and P 1 and P 4 share a data object y, as shown in Fig. 1 . The data object v is shared among processors at a later time not shown in this scenario.
w: write r: read program order Suppose all memory accesses to shared data objects are serialized among competing processors by means of synchronization operations to avoid data races. Under these circumstances, the following three basic techniques can be used for optimisation of memory consistency maintenance [18] .
• Time selection: Modifications on a shared data object by one processor are propagated to other processors only at the time when the data object is to be read by them. For example, modifications on x by P 1 may be propagated outward only at the time when either P 2 or P 3 is about to read x.
• Processor selection: Modifications on a shared data object are propagated from one processor to only one other processor which is the next one in sequence to read the shared data object. For example, modifications on x by P 1 may be propagated to P 2 (but not to P 3 ) if P 2 is the next one in sequence to read x.
• Data selection: Processors propagate to each other only those shared data objects that are really shared among them. For example, P 1 , P 2 , and P 3 may propagate to each other only data object x (not y and v), and P 1 and P 4 propagate to each other only data object y (not x).
To improve the performance of the strict SC model, a number of Relaxed Sequential Consistency (RSC) models have been proposed [7, 9, 14, 2, 13, 11] , which perform one or more of the above three selection techniques. RSC models can be also called conditional Sequential Consistency models because they guarantee Sequential Consistency for some class of programs that satisfy the conditions imposed by the models. These models take advantage of the synchronizations in data race free (DRF) programs and relax the constraints on modification propagation and execution. That means modifications generated and executed by a processor may not be propagated to and executed at other processors immediately. Most RSC models can guarantee Sequential Consistency for DRF programs that are properly labelled [9] (i.e., explicit primitives, provided by the system, should be used for synchronization in the programs).
However, properly-labelled DRF programs do not facilitate data selection in consistency models. There has been some effort exploring data selection in consistency models. Examples are Entry Consistency (EC) [2] , Scope Consistency (ScC) [13] , and View-based Consistency (VC) [11] . Either they have to resort to extra annotations, or they cannot guarantee the SC correctness of some properly-labelled DRF programs. For example, EC requires data objects to be associated with locks and barriers and ScC requires extra scopes to be defined, while VC cannot guarantee the SC correctness of some properly-labelled DRF programs [12] . Those extra annotations are inconvenient and error-prone for programmers. To facilitate the implementation of data selection in consistency models with the SC correctness intact, we propose a novel parallel programming style for DSM, called View-Oriented Parallel Programming (VOPP). This programming style can facilitate data selection in consistency maintenance. Sequential Consistency can be guaranteed for the VOPP programs with the presence of data selection in consistency maintenance.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents the VOPP programming style and some program examples. Section 3 presents the VC model being associated with VOPP and its correctness. Section 4 discusses implementation issues of the VC model. Section 5 compares VOPP with related work. Section 6 presents and evaluates the preliminary performance results. Finally, our future work on VOPP is suggested in Section 7.
View-Oriented Parallel Programming (VOPP)
A view is a concept used to maintain consistency in distributed shared memory. A view consists of data objects that require consistency maintenance as a whole body. Views are defined implicitly by the programmer in his/her mind, but are explicitly indicated through primitives such as acquire view and release view. Acquire view means acquiring exclusive access to a view, while release view means having finished the access. The programmer should divide the shared memory into views according to the nature of the parallel algorithm and its memory access pattern. Views must not overlap each other. The views are decided in the programmer's mind and must be kept unchanged throughout the whole program. A view must be accessed by processors through using acquire view and release view, no matter if there is a data race or not in the parallel program. Before a processor accesses any objects in a view, acquire view must be called; after it finishes operations on the view, release view must be called. For example, suppose multiple processors share a variable A which alone is defined as a view, and every time a processor accesses the variable, it needs to increment it by one. The code in VOPP is as below.
acquire_view(1); A = A + 1; release_view(1);
A processor usually can only get exclusive write access to one view at a time in VOPP. However, VOPP allows a processor to get access to multiple views at the same time using nested primitives, provided there is at most one view to write (in order that the DSM system will be able to detect updates for only one view). The primitives for acquiring read-only access to views are acquire Rview and release Rview. For example, suppose a processor needs to read arrays A and B, and puts their addition into C, and A, B and C are defined as different views numbered 1, 2, and 3 respectively, a VOPP program can be coded as below. To compare and contrast the normal DSM programs and VOPP programs, the following parallel sum problem is used, which is very typical in parallel programming. In this problem, every processor has its local array and needs to add it to a shared array. The shared array with size a size is divided into nprocs views, where nprocs is the number of processors. Finally the master processor calculates the sum of the shared array. The normal DSM program is as below. In the VOPP program, acquire view and release view primitives are added, while the normal DSM program only uses barriers. These primitives do not add much complexity to the VOPP program. On the contrary, they make the programmer feel more clear about which part of the shared array a processor needs to access. However, these primitives generate messages in DSM systems. The more primitives are used, the more messages have to be passed in DSM systems. By comparing the above two programs, it seems the VOPP program will generate more messages. But if we look more closely at the two programs, we can find the VOPP program has reduced the number of barriers since it uses view primitives to achieve exclusive access and thus does not need barriers in the first for loop. This advantage enables programmers to optimise VOPP programs by reducing barriers, since barriers tend to be more timeconsuming than the view primitives (which will be demonstrated in our experimental results).
Read-only access to views can be explicitly declared with acquire Rview and release Rview in VOPP. Programmers can use them to improve the performance of VOPP programs, since multiple read-only accesses to the same view can be granted simultaneously, so that the waiting time for acquiring access to read-only views is very small. Programmers can use them to replace barriers and read/write view primitives (acquire view and release view) wherever possible to optimise VOPP programs.
The VOPP style allows programmers to participate in performance optimization of programs through wise partitioning of shared objects into views and wise use of view primitives. VOPP does not place an extra burden on programmers since the partitioning of shared objects is an implicit task in parallel programming and VOPP just makes the task explicit. In this way, parallel programming is less error-prone in terms of handling shared objects.
More importantly, VOPP offers a huge potential for efficient implementations of DSM systems. When a view primitive such as acquire view is called, only the data objects associated with the related view need to be updated. Therefore some optimal consistency maintenance protocol can be designed based on this simplicity, and data selection can be achieved straightforwardly.
VOPP requires that a view be defined initially and not changed throughout the program. In this way, it has placed some restriction on programming and thus has brought some inconvenience to the programmer. To offer some flexibility to the programmer, we provide some primitives such as merge views to merge views into a global view as done in TreadMarks' barriers and/or to redefine views at some stage of a program. The price paid for this flexibility, of course, is the DSM efficiency.
To demonstrate more about the features of VOPP, we provide the following VOPP program for a task-queue based parallel algorithm. In the algorithm every processor can access the task queue to either enqueue a new task or dequeue a task. Before a processor enqueues a new task it generates a new view for the new task with acquire view(−1) which will return a system-chosen view id. The VOPP code is as below. When a processor dequeues a new task, the VOPP code is shown below. V and T are local variables, and T is a structure with a pointer element pointing to a shared task. 
View-based Consistency
A processor will modify only one view between acquire view and release view, which should be guaranteed by the programmer. Therefore, we can detect modified data objects for each view in order to achieve view consistency.
Consistency maintenance in views requires updating data objects of a view before a processor calls acquire view. More precisely, the following consistency conditions are given for the View-based Consistency (VC) model that supports the VOPP programs. Any implementation of VC should satisfy these conditions.
Definition 1 Condition for View-based Consistency
• Before a processor P i is allowed to access a view by calling acquire view, all previous write accesses to data objects of the view must be performed with respect to P i according to their causal order.
A write access to a data object is said to be performed with respect to processor P i at a time point when a subsequent read access to that object by P i returns the value set by the write access.
In VOPP, barriers are only used for synchronisation and have nothing to do with consistency maintenance for DSM.
Since a processor will modify only one view between acquire view and release view, which should be guaranteed by the programmer, we can detect modified data objects for each view and use them later to maintain the consistency of the view.
SC correctness
Processors are synchronised to modify the same view, one after another, but may modify different views concurrently in any view-oriented parallel program. Based on this observation, for any parallel execution of a view-oriented parallel program, we can produce a global sequential order of the modifications on views. In this sequential order, the modifications on the same view are ordered in the same way as the synchronised order of the parallel execution, and the modifications on different views are put in program order if they are executed sequentially in the program; otherwise they are parallel and put in any order. Parallel modifications on different views can be executed in any order, which will not affect the execution result. Obviously, according to the consistency condition for VC, the parallel execution result of the program under VC is the same as the above sequential execution of the modifications. Therefore, a global sequential order has been found to match the parallel execution result under VC. According to the definition of the SC model, VC can guarantee Sequential Consistency for view-oriented parallel (VOPP) programs.
In this way, VC achieves time selection (at the time of calling acquire view), processor selection (by passing an updated view to the next processor waiting to access the view), and data selection (by updating only the data objects of the view).
Any implementation of the VC model should conform with the above consistency condition. There are two important technical issues in the implementation: view detection and view consistency. View detection means identifying all the data objects (particularly modified objects) of a view. View consistency means updating all the modified data objects of a view before a processor gets (exclusive) access to the view using acquire view.
Correctness and accuracy are two important issues in view detection. A correct view should include all data objects that are previously modified while the view is exclusively accessed. An accurate view should include those and only those data objects. The correctness of view detection must be satisfied in a VC implementation, while inaccuracy of view detection may only affect its performance (e.g., propagation of irrelevant modifications of data objects). Fig. 2 shows how the VC model works. In Fig. 2 , there are two views numbered 1 and 2. View 1 includes y when P 4 enters the view, and view 2 includes x when P 2 and P 3 enter the view. When P 4 enters view 1, only the modification of y is propagated to the processor to update the view. For P 2 and P 3 , only the modification on x is propagated to them to update view 2. The view acquisition and modification propagation are separate in the figure, but they can be combined in an implementation in order to improve DSM performance.
In the following section, we will discuss our implementation of the VC model.
Implementation
We have implemented the VC model based on TreadMarks [1] , which is a page-based DSM system. In TreadMarks, a diff is used to represent modifications on a page. Initially a page is write-protected. When a write-protected page is first modified by a processor, a twin of the page is created and stored in the system space. When the modifications on the page are needed, a comparison of the twin and the current version of the page is done to create a diff, which can then be used to update copies of the page in other processors. We use this same mechanism in our view detection. We associate all modifications (in the form of diffs) made between acquire view and release view with the related view.
We have also implemented the VC model based on the home-based protocol [20] , in which every page has a home node (processor) and the diffs of a page are passed to its home to maintain an up-to-date copy (called home page), and thus to update a page is to fetch the home page from the home node. This version of VC implementation uses pages to represent data objects, which is a coarse-grained solution to data selection. (2) A (2) r(x)R (2) A ( 
View detection
In consistency maintenance we only need to know which are the modified data objects and then update them. Likewise, to maintain the consistency of a view, we only need to update the modified data objects in the view. Therefore, we are not interested in the unchanged pages of a view and thus only the modified parts of pages (in the form of diffs) are recorded for the related view in our implementation of view detection. In our implementation, view detection is achieved at run time. We use the concept of interval in TreadMarks to represent view modifications. An interval is a data structure which represents the modifications (e.g. diffs in TreadMarks and page numbers in the home-based protocol) made on a number of pages between acquire view and release view. We make an interval whenever a processor finishes updating a view by calling release view. Note that when the interval is created, we make the diffs of related pages immediately. The diffs can be piggy-backed on a view-granting message when another processor acquires access to the view, which is another potential optimisation for our VC implementation. When we implement VC with the home-based protocol, the diffs are passed to respective home nodes when an interval is created.
When an interval is created, it is associated with the related view whose ID number is the argument of the release view causing the creation of the interval. This interval represents a modification of data objects in the view and will be used to update the view later when a processor accesses the view with acquire view. Once an interval is created, the related view's version number is increased by one.
View consistency
To achieve view consistency is to make a view up to date. Before a view is to be accessed by a processor calling acquire view, view consistency must be achieved for the view. Write notices are created according to the intervals associated with the related view and the current version number of the view of the calling processor. Those write notices are passed to the calling processor to invalidate the related pages. When an invalid page is accessed, a page fault will cause the processor to either fetch the diffs or to fetch the home page in the home-based consistency protocol. In this way view consistency is achieved.
View consistency is an area where we can improve the performance of the DSM system based on our VC model. In TreadMarks diffs are used to update pages, while home pages are used to update pages in the home-based protocol.
In our experiments we found, when diffs are accumulating, more data and messages are passed through the network in TreadMarks than in the home-based protocol, since the cost of updating a page in the home-based protocol is constant and involves only one transmission of a page. Therefore, we can use pages instead of diffs to update a view in order to avoid transmission of accumulating diffs. We also can pass the pages related to a view directly from one processor to the next processor that is going to access the view in order to avoid page faults and page requests sent to the home nodes (Diff requests are still needed when false sharing occurs, of course, but they tend to be rare).
Comparison with related work
VOPP is different from the programming style of Entry Consistency in terms of the association between data objects and views (or locks). Entry Consistency [2] requires the programmer to explicitly associate data objects with locks and barriers in programs, while VOPP only requires the programmer to implicitly associate data objects with views (in the programmer's mind). The actual association is achieved in view detection in the implementation of the VC model. VOPP is more flexible than the programming style of Entry Consistency.
VOPP is also different from the programming style of Scope Consistency in terms of the definition of view and scope. Views in VOPP are non-overlapped and constant throughout a program, while scopes in ScC can be overlapped and are merged into a global scope at barriers.
VOPP is more convenient and easier for programmers than the message-passing programming style such as MPI or PVM, since it is still based on the concept of shared memory (except the shared memory is divided into multiple non-overlapped views). Moreover, VOPP provides experienced programmers an approach to fine-tune the perfor-mance of their programs by carefully dividing the shared memory into views. Partitioning of shared memory into views becomes part of the design of parallel algorithm in VOPP. This approach offers the potential for programmers to make VOPP programs perform as well as MPI programs.
Preliminary experimental results
In this section, we present our preliminary experimental results based on two (currently sub-optimal) versions of the VC implementation. The first VC version (called V C d ) uses diffs to update views, while the second one (called V C h ) uses the home-based protocol to achieve view consistency. Their performance is compared with that of the LRC (Lazy Release Consistency) model implemented in TreadMarks [1] . We have tested our implementations on two clusters. We chose one application, Integer Sort (IS), in the experiment because of the limited resources available for converting the applications to VOPP programs. IS (Integer Sort) is a benchmark application provided by TreadMarks research group. It ranks an unsorted sequence of N keys. The rank of a key in a sequence is the index value i that the key would have if the sequence of keys were sorted. All the keys are integers in the range [0, B max ] and the method used is bucket sort. The problem size in our experiment is (2 25 × 2 15 , 40). The memory access pattern is very similar to the pattern of our sum example in Section 2. IS is an application that cannot demonstrate the performance advantage of our VC model since it does not need locks for synchronisation, but we will see how the VOPP program itself can improve its performance. Table 1 shows the running time (in sec.) of IS on LRC and VC. V C d is the VC implementation using diffs to update views, which is the same as the LRC implementation in TreadMarks. V C dvopp shows the running time of an optimised VOPP program of IS which uses less barriers. The table shows the running time on the cluster Godzilla for 2 nodes, 4 nodes, 8 nodes and 16 nodes. The running time on one node is not displayed because it is abnormally large (around 4000 seconds) due to excessive memory usage on one node. Table 1 shows that VC is generally more efficient than LRC, with a 21% performance gain on 16 nodes. The optimised VOPP program runs generally faster than the original one, with 8.5% performance gain on 16 nodes. Table 2 shows the detailed statistics of IS on 16 nodes. In the table, Ba is the number of barriers called in the program, Ac is the number of lock/view acquire messages, Da is the total amount of data transmitted, M sg is the number of messages, and Rxm is the number of messages retransmitted. From the statistics we find the number of messages and the amount of data transmitted in VC are more than in LRC, which may not be the case in many other applications. Then why is the VC implementation faster than LRC? The reason is two-fold. The barriers in LRC need to maintain consistency while those ones in VC do not. The consistency maintenance in barriers in LRC is normally timeconsuming and centralised at one processor which can be a bottleneck, while consistency maintenance in VC is distributed among the processors through the view primitives. Table 3 , the number of retransmissions in LRC is as high as 782. Nodes in Vodca are connected by a hub, so the bursty traffic at barriers causes more message loss. One message retransmission results in about 1 second waiting time. Therefore, the distribution of data traffic in VC can reduce message retransmissions and improve the performance of applications. Home-based vs. diff-based page consistency Table 4 shows the running time of IS on the two different VC implementations: V C d and V C h . The performance of V C h is significantly better than that of V C d when the number of nodes becomes larger. On 16 nodes of Godzilla, V C h performs 40.9% faster than V C d ! The data (mainly diffs) transmitted in V C d is significantly increased when the number of nodes is large. This 2-node 4-node 8-node 16- From the above results we realize that VC can be further improved if accumulated diffs can be integrated into a single diff. The single diff should integrate all previous modifications just as the home page does in home-based protocol. Also we can piggy-back those diffs associated with a view on the view granting messages. This improvement is one of our objectives for the near future.
V C vs. LRC vs. V C vopp

2-node
4-node 8-node 16-node LRC 143.8 78.4 56.7 68.7 V C d 144.6 77.5 51.5 54.3 V C dvopp 144.3 77.4 49.8 49.7node V C d 144.6 77.5 51.5 54.3 V C h 143.6 75.5 43.5 32.1
Conclusions
We have proposed a novel VOPP programming style for DSM parallel programs on cluster computers. Our preliminary results have demonstrated the performance advantage of VOPP. We will use more applications to demonstrate its performance gain and its programming features. We will also investigate efficient implementation techniques of the associated VC model, such as an update protocol based on diff integration in order to integrate accumulated diffs for the same view. Our ultimate goal is to make shared memory parallel programs as efficient as message-passing parallel programs such as MPI programs.
